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Jonathan Green trained in Paediatrics in London and Psychiatry in Oxford and
Manchester, UK. He has a long standing clinical and research interests in
autism and other aspects of social development in children.
He has led a number of clinical trials in autism including the MRC Preschool
Autism Communication Trial (PACT), which is one of the largest psychosocial
intervention trials in autism to date, and its 6 year follow up into middle
childhood; the i-BASIS infancy prodromal intervention trial, which is the first
truly prodromal RCT in ASD, and the PASS implementation in South Asia,
which is the first systematic adaptation and testing of an evidenced intervention
for autism spectrum disorder into a LMIC context. He has done other basic
science research on social development after early neglect and maltreatment,
and has been involved in treatment studies for self-harm in adolescence. He has
been part of a NIHR/MRC methodology research group developing better
methods of process and causal analysis in trials and works on studies of
therapeutic alliance and mediation processes. Jonathan is Associated Editor of
JCPP, sat on the NICE committee on treatments for autism and other national
committees.
Clinically, he runs a regional specialist Social Development Clinic at the Royal
Manchester Children’s Hospital, Manchester, UK, which undertakes
assessment and treatment innovation with ASD and other impairments of social
development in children.
Abstracts
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Parent-mediated developmental interventions for autism
Jonathan Green
Preemptive intervention for infants at familial risk for autism - iBASIS
I will outline some of the current understanding of the prodromal development
of autism and reference our own work on the dynamics of early parent-child
interaction in at-risk infants, as a rationale for our intervention in the British
Autism Study of Infant Siblings (iBASIS).
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This 5 month home-based parent mediated intervention was delivered to infants
between their 9 and 14 months.
I will describe theory and procedures and then the results of the randomized
controlled trial testing its effects, both at the end of therapy and then in the
subsequent 2 years after therapy until the children were three years of age.
The results showed that the therapy had a sustained effect on dyadic interaction
and an overall reduction of severity in prodromal autism symptoms through
treatment and follow-up period. I will discuss the development implications of
these results
2
Parent-mediated intervention for pre-school children with diagnosed autism
“What is parent-mediated intervention?” and “Why use a parent-mediated
approach to autism treatment?” I will outline the key features of this kind of
therapy work as we use it – and similarities and differences from other uses of
PMI across child mental health and development. I will describe the particular
use we make of video-feedback within the therapy; the theoretical basis of why
we do this and comparison with other coaching, modeling or reflective
methods. The core of the answer to why we use it lies in considering the
modern developmental science of the condition, and seeing this in relation to
our understanding of the development of social capacity and relatedness in
neurotypical development. I will cover both aspects and outline the theoretical
basis for our treatment development and how we have tested it.
How effective is it? I will then discuss the pre-school work on the Pre-school
Autism Communication Trial (PACT); again outlining the theory background,
procedures and results of research studies. The research work also enables a
discussion of the therapy process and active ingredients of the work – the
mediation of the treatment effect on dyadic interaction and autism symptom
severity. I will then discuss longitudinal research into the outcomes of this preschool therapy into middle childhood – which showed sustained reduction of
autism symptom serverity over 6 years following treatment end.
If time I will briefly mention our work adapting PACT into South Asia (PASS)
since it entailed developing remote training and supervision methods with nonspecialist workers delivering the therapy which are of interest.
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Resources
PACT is the first autism intervention to show long-term sustained impact on
reduction in autism symptoms –
Pickles A., Le Couteur A., Leadbitter K., Salomone E., Cole-Fletcher R., Tobin H.,
Gammer I., Lowry J., Vamvakas G., Byford S., Aldred C., Slonims V.,
McConachie H., Howlin P., Parr J., Charman T., Green J.. Long term symptom
reduction following preschool autism intervention. The Lancet (2016); 388:
2501-2509. (https://www.altmetric.com/details/13040173). Three of the PACT
publications were nominated within the top 10 autism publications
internationally for 2015 and 2016 respectively (spectrumnews.org) and the
paper was selected as a UK National Institute for Health Research (NIHR)
‘Signal’ study (https://discover.dc.nihr.ac.uk/portal/article/4000580/parentfocused-therapy-has-some-long-term-benefits-for-children-with-autism) for its
high quality design and relevance to UK decision makers. The PACT team
recently won the University of Manchester ‘Making a Difference’ Award 2017
for ’Outstanding Benefit to Society Through Research’.
s
Mediation study of PACT shows its mediating effective ingredients:
Pickles, A., Harris, V., Green, J., Aldred, C., McConachie, H., Slonims, V., Le
Couteur, A., Hudry, K., Charman, T. & . (2014). Treatment mechanism in the
MRC preschool autism communication trial: implications for study design and
parent-focussed therapy for children. J Child Psychol Psychiatry,
DOI:10.1111/jcpp.12291.
The PACT therapy is included in the evidence for the NICE Clinical Guideline
170 (NICE 2013) 'consider' recommendation for 'social communication'
intervention in autism and figured prominently as one of the leading evidencebased interventions for autism in the 2017 ‘National Autism Project’ review
(www.nationalautismproject.org.uk/) PACT is now a recommended
intervention for core autism symptoms within the national DH 'Improving
Access to Psychological Treatment' (IAPT) curriculum for Autism and is being
disseminated internationally. Training on the model has already been
undertaken in the UK, France, Italy, Spain, Canada, Hong Kong with further
requests for training and international grant applications.
The iBASIS trial is the first RCT of an infancy prodromal intervention to report
on long-term developmental outcomes:
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Green, J., Pickles, A., Pasco, G., Bedford, R., Wan, M.W., Elsabbagh, M.,
Slonims, V., Gliga, T., Jones, E.J.H., Cheung, C.H.M., Charman, T., Johnson,
M.H. and The British Autism Study of Infant Siblings (BASIS) Team (2017),
Randomised trial of a parent-mediated intervention for infants at high risk for
autism: longitudinal outcomes to age 3 years. J Child Psychol Psychiatr.
doi:10.1111/jcpp.12728 (http://www.altmetric.com/details/18693611).
The original publication was voted as in the top 10 autism papers
internationally in 2015). A replication trial is currently underway in Australia
(http://research.bmh.manchester.ac.uk/ibasis/ibasisaustralia).
Green has written generally on relationship based treatments in:
Green JM. (2015) Relationship-based treatments. In Thapar A, Pine
D, Leckman J, Scott S, Snowling M, Taylor E (Eds); Rutter's Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry, 6th Edition pp 521-533. Oxford Wiley Blackwell.ISBN:
978-1-118-38196-0.
The PACT (http://research.bmh.manchester.ac.uk/pact),
PACT 7-11 (http://research.bmh.manchester.ac.uk/pact/PACT7-11/) and
iBASIS (http://research.bmh.manchester.ac.uk/ibasis) websites contain links to
a number of media links, video-interviews, press interviews, podcasts, and
other material relevant to impact.
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